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Abstract — In a rake receiver for coherent bi-
nary antipodal signaling with weight estimation
by matched filtering using the reference signal
along with the decisions of the previous M symbol
intervals, and predetection maximal-ratio combin-
ing (MRC), the estimation errors are not indepen-
dent of the additive noise, and do not fit into the
Gaussian weighting error model for MRC. Here
we analyze the error performance of the receiver
by: (1) obtaining the conditional symbol error
probability (SEP), conditioned on past decisions,
from the characteristic function of the decision
variable, (2) getting the unconditional SEP using
a Markov model of the decision process.

I. INTRODUCTION

For wideband signals, such as CDMA signals, received
over a fading channel, a rake receiver resolves the multi-
paths via code correlation and then combines them [1, 2].
Predetection maximal-ratio combining (MRC) is the pre-
ferred combining technique when the reception is coher-
ent, since it gives the maximum instantaneous signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at the combiner output. However, MRC
requires estimation of the diversity branch gains, scaled
versions of which are the tap weights of the rake receiver.
Errors arising from this estimation process degrade the
rake receiver performance. Analysis of MRC with Gaus-
sian distributed estimation errors, which are independent
of the additive noise in the channel, has been done in [3].
However, in a rake receiver for coherent binary antipodal
signaling with (1) a delayed received signal configuration,
(2) tap weight estimation by matched filtering using the
reference signal along with the decisions of the previous
M symbol intervals, and (3) predetection MRC (similar
to that given in [4, p. 803, Fig. 14-5-5] for M = 1),
the estimation errors are not independent of the additive
noise, and do not fit into the model of [3]. This calls for
a different approach to the analysis of the rake receiver,
and is the focus of this paper.

II. SYMBOL ERROR PERFORMANCE

Consider a diversity reception system over a fading chan-
nel with L branches, which uses a rake receiver. When
symbol qi, qi G { — 1,1}, is transmitted in the ith symbol

Ts, the complex baseband received

signal can be represented as
L

r(t) = X > (t-iTs - iTs<t< (1)

where sqi (t) is the complex baseband information-bearing
signal corresponding to symbol qi, having support [0, Ts),
average symbol energy 2Es, and large bandwidth ^ sat-
isfying W ~^> L , gl is the random complex gain of the lth
branch, and n(ts), representing the additive noise, is a zero-
mean complex circular white Gaussian random process
with two-sided power spectral density 2N0. The fading
is assumed to be frequency-selective but time-flat. The
branch gains {gl} are assumed to be invariant over M + 1
consecutive symbol intervals and are independent of n(t).

Let s1(t) = — s_i(t) = s(t). The signaling waveform
s(t) is a wideband signal generated by a pseudorandom
sequence, and satisfies

'(t-w)
2Es

0
if k = l,
if fc//, (2)

where (•)* denotes the complex conjugate.
In the ith symbol interval, the rake receiver computes

tap weights h1..., h^^ that are scaled estimates of the
branch gains g1,..., gL respectively as in [4, p. 803, Fig.
14-5-5] for M = 1, and uses these weights to combine the
received signal along with its L — 1 delayed versions by
MRC. The decision variable Di resulting from coherent
reception and MRC can be expressed as

[t-iT, - I dt (3)

The receiver makes the decision 0.<
- 1

The estimated weights h\^,..., HL,I, obtained by
matched filtering, are given by

M

hk,i =
m = 1 iTs

r(t- mTs - ±=±)

where s (t — iTs —

interval of duration

xs* (t-iTs-^)dt, (4)

is the reference signal and sgn(-)
denotes the signum or sign function. Note that the inte-
gration in (4) corresponds to a low pass filtering opera-
tion. Thus, in the ith symbol interval, the tap weights

w
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are estimated by making use of the decision variables
-Dj-i, 1 • •, Di-M of the M previous symbol intervals.

Let the random variable Nk i be defined as

Nk,i = n t —
iiTs

W
_ rp

s

L-l
W > (5)

It can be shown that {Nk,i} are independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex circular
Gaussian random variables with E [(-)2] = 0 a n d vari-
ance E [| • |2] = 4EsN0, where E[-] denotes the expecta-
tion. Thus each Nk,i has a CN(0,4EsN0) distribution.

Using (4) and (5), the weight estimate hk,i can be ex-
pressed in terms of Nk^\,1.., Nkti-M as

M

hk,i =
m = 1

Similarly, using (3) and (5), the decision variable
expressed in terms of A ^ j , . . . , N^^ as

Nk,i]

(6)

is

(7)

the

k=1

random variable asDefining ^

Yk,i = 2Esqigf. + Nk,i, and substituting (6) in (7), we
can rewrite Di in terms of {Yk,i} as

(8)

Note that each Yk,i, conditioned on gk, is a
complex circular Gaussian random variable having a
CN(2Esqigk,4EsN0) distribution.

The ideal instantaneous SNR at the combiner's out-
L

put, denoted as γtot, is expressed as γtot = γ k , w h e r e

k=1
7fc = jt\dk\2 is t h e ideal instantaneous SNR at branch k.
Using properties of Hermitian quadratic forms in complex
Gaussian variables [5], we can show that the characteristic
function (c.f.) of Di, conditioned on γtot, is

( 4,JUJESexp 4 -
N0[gifi+3^EsN0(M+fl)] j (-ga-)

where
M

m = 1

(9b)

and j = \/—l. Note that since </j_msgn(_Dj_m) G { — 1,1},
fi takes values from — M to M at intervals of 2, that is,

fi&{2j-M, (10)

where j is the number of times </j_msgn(_Dj_m) takes the
value 1, or the number of correct decisions between the
(i — M)th and (i — 1)th symbol intervals.

Let the c.f. of γtot be denoted as Ψ ltot(jus). Averag-
ing ΨDilitotO^htot) in (9a) over the probability density
function of γtot yields the c.f. of Di, which depends on qi
and fi, and is expressed as

The conditional symbol error probability (SEP) at the
ith symbol interval iTs <t<(i + 1)Ts, conditioned on qi
and fi, which we denote as Pei(qi, fi), is given by

i-l, fi) = Pr (Di > 0 | qi = - 1 , fi
(12)

Formulae for Pei(qi, fi), qi = 1, —1, can be obtained di-
rectly from the c.f. ΨD^JUJ, qi, fi) using the inversion the-
orem [6]. After changing the variable JLO to z = 2JLVESNO
in (11), we get

sum of residues of

at poles on left-half z-plane

sum of residues of

at poles on right-half z-plane (13)

where

As a result, using (13) and (14), we obtain the relation

Pei(-lji) = l-Pei(l,-fi). (15)

III. PERFORMANCE IN I.I.D. RAYLEIGH FADING

Consider a Rayleigh fading channel with i.i.d. zero-mean
complex circular Gaussian branch gains g1,. .. ,gL, each
w i t h E [gl] = 0 a n d v a r i a n c e E [\gk\

2] = Q. L e t

= ^ (16)

denote the ideal average SNR per branch. The c.f. of
is given by [4]

(17)
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Substituting (17) in (11), we obtain

z(z-ai)
L (z+bi)L L , (18)

where

M+MΓ+f2Γ
v / ( i + r ) ( M + / | r ) - A r

M+MΓ+f2Γ

Note that ai and bi are both positive quantities. It is

clear from (18) that Ψ Di 2EszN° , ' l> has only one pole
of order L at z = —a,i on the left-half z-plane, while

( l . / i ) , , , , , j ,

^ i has only one pole o f order L a t z = a i
on the right-half zz-plane. Therefore, substitution of (18)
in (13) yields

•L-ld
' dzL-^

1
"(L-l)!

jL-1
J-ir

,(20a)

. (20b)

By changing the variable of differentiation in (20b) from
z to z' = -z, we find that Pe;(l, /;) = P e ^ - l , /;). Drop-
ping the variable qi in Pei(qi,fi) due to this symmetry,
and using (15), we can write

Pei(fi) = 1 — PeA—fi). (21)

By using Faa di Bruno's formula [7] to evaluate the
(L — 1)th derivative as in [8], we obtain from (20) and
(21) the expression

L-l

Z
n=1

(22)

l1+2l2 \-(L-l)lL_1=L-l

where ai and bi are given by (19). Thus (22) is a closed-
form expression for the conditional SEP in i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading.

Note that the conditional SEP Pei(fi) depends on the
value of fi which ranges from — M to M at intervals of 2
(given by (10)), but has no direct dependence on i. We
therefore define a probability pj as

pj = Pei(2j - M), j = 0,...,M. (23)

For any symbol interval, the subscript j of pj is the num-
ber of correct decisions made over the past M symbol
intervals. Thus pj is the conditional SEP in any symbol
interval, conditioned on the fact that j correct decisions
have occurred over the past M symbol intervals. Substi-
tuting (19) in (22), we can rewrite pj as

pj =

_ (M+Mr+(2j-M)2r)z

(2v/(i+r)(M+(2j-M)2r))

E
L - l

n (2v/(l+r)(M+(2j-M)2r))n

l1+2l2+

We have from (21) and (23) the relation

PM-j = l~Pj, j = 0, . . . , |_lfj ,

which implies that pM = \ when M is even.

IV. UNCONDITIONAL ERROR PROBABILITY

Consider the M x l decision vector Dq i defined as

(24)

(25)

(26)

which constitutes the decision of the ith symbol inter-
val iTs < t < (i + 1)Ts and the decisions of the past
M — 1 symbol intervals. The entries of Dq i are either ze-
ros or ones, zero implying an erroneous decision, and one
a correct decision. We treat the vector Dq i as a binary
number, the first row entry representing the most signifi-
cant bit, and the Mth row entry the least significant bit.
The decimal equivalent of Dq i, which we denote as Q, is
therefore given by

M

E
m = 1

(27)

Thus ci ranges from 0 to 2M — 1, and each value of ci maps
onto a corresponding value of fi+1, where from (9b),

M

fi+1 = qi *-m+lSgn(A-m+l) .
m = 1

(28)

Note that that different values of ci can map onto the
same value of fi+1. However, for every value of Q, there
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is a unique value of fi+1. For example, when M = 2, we
have ci G {0,1,2,3}, whilefi+1 G {—2,0,2}. In this case,
ci = 0 maps onto f i+1 = —2, ci = 1, 2 map onto f i+1 = 0,
and ci = 3 maps onto fi+1 = 2.

A reasonable measure of the unconditional error prob-
ability (UEP) is the probability that at least one error
occurs in a block of M consecutive symbols. The UEP at
the ith symbol interval can be expressed as

. (29)

We proceed to find a way of obtaining the UEP.
If in the (i — 1)th symbol interval, c$_i = c, then in the

ith symbol interval, we have ci = |_§J in case of an error,
and ci = 2M~ 1 + [|J in case of a correct decision. Let
Cj_i = c map onto fi = 2j — M. We can then express the
conditional probability of ci given c$_i as

( LfJ | )
= Pr (qisgn(Di) < 0 | fi = 2j - M) =

( LfJ | )
= Pr (qisgn(Di) >0|fi = 2j-M) = 1 - p j ,

(30)

where pj is given by (24). It is clear that the ran-
dom variable ci, which takes integer values from 0 to
2M — 1, depends only on the immediate past variable Cj_i,
and not on the earlier variables. In addition, the condi-
tional probability of ci given c$_i does not depend on i.
As a result, the random sequence {CI} is a discrete-time
discrete-state homogeneous Markov process, having the
set {0,1, 2,..., 2M - 1 of 2M states.

Let PS(i) denote the state probability vector in the ith
symbol interval, given by

PS0(i) Pr (ci = 0)

Pr (a = 2 M - l)

• (31)

The 2M x 2M transition probability matrix, denoted as
PT, with rows indexed by states of ci and columns by
states of Cj_i in the order 0,1, 2,..., 2M — 1, can be easily
constructed using (30). Thus we have the relation

where PS(0) is the initial state probability vector.
We begin operating the receiver by receiving a known

training sequence q0, q~\, 1 • •, </-M+I- This implies
qi = sgn(Di) for i = -M + 1,..., 0. Thus
Pr (c0 = 2M - l) = 1, implying

P S ( 0 ) = [ 0 , 0 , -.., 0 , 1 f , ( 3 3 )

where (-)T denotes transpose.

From (32) and (33), we can get PS(i) in terms of the
entries of PT. The UEP is given by

(34)

which is in terms of p0,... ,p M I .

The unconditional SEP in the ith symbol interval,
which we denote as Pi, is given by

E
fi

M

E
j=0

Pei(fi)Pr(fi)

Pei(2j - M) Pr(fi = 2j - M). (35)

Let k1(j),..., kνj(j) be the νj values of Cj_i, in ascending
order, which map onto fi = 2j — M. Then the uncondi-
tional SEP in (35) can be rewritten as

M

(36)
3 = 0

From the structure of the transitional probability matrix
P T , we get from (36)

Pi =

2 M - 1 _

E
l=0

(37)

It is clear from (34) and (37) that Pi <

V. EARLIER MODEL

In [3], the errors in the tap weight estimates h\i,..., hL,i
are modeled as complex Gaussian random variables.
These errors are characterized by the squared correlation
between hk, i and gk, which is denoted as ρ2 and is given
by

2 2MESE [hkiigk]
(38)

Following the approach in [3], the SEP of antipodal sig-
naling in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, with an ideal average
SNR per branch Γ, can be expressed as a weighted sum
of integrals and is given by

+ sin2
dθ (39a)

where the weighting coefficient A(k) can be expressed as

(39b)

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In Figs. 1 and 2, plots of the unconditional SEP Pi versus
P resulting from weight estimation by matched filtering
are compared with those of the SEP Pe,Gaus(ρ2) versus
P resulting from the Gaussian distributed weighting error
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Fig. 1. Performance comparison of weight estimation by Fig. 2. Performance comparison of weight estimation by
matched filtering with Gaussian distributed weighting error matched filtering with Gaussian distributed weighting error
model for M = 1, L = 8 model for M = 2, L = 8

model of [3]. The fading is assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh.
We have computed Pi using (37) and Pe,Gaus(ρ2) using
(39). The value of i indicates the number of symbols that
are received between two successive training phases. Pi
increases with increase of i, while Pe,Gaus(ρ2) decreases
with increase of ρ2, as expected. For a given ρ2, we
can find some value of i for which weight estimation by
matched filtering outperforms the Gaussian distributed
weighting error model above some value of Γ. For exam-
ple, with ρ2 = 0.5 and i = 50, Pi is lower than Pe,Gaus(ρ2)
for Γ > 6.4 dB when M = 1, iL = 8 (Fig. 1) and for
F > 4.2 dB when M = 2, L = 8 (Fig. 2). We also ob-
serve that an increase in the estimation block size M from
1 to 2 causes the peformance to improve considerably. For
example, at Γ = 9 dB, the unconditional SEP for M = 1,
i = 50 is 10"4-7 5 while that for M = 2, i = 50 is lO" 5- 7 5,
implying an improvement by a factor of 10. When ρ2 = 1,
we have MRC with perfect weight estimation, and this
gives the best performance.

A plot of the steady state unconditional SEP versus Γ
in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading for L = 8,10 and M = 3 , . . . , 6 is
shown in Fig. 3. The steady state unconditional SEP de-
creases with increase of Γ, L, or M; however, the amount
of decrease in the steady state unconditional SEP with
increase of M diminishes as M rises.
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